
Justification of the RHNH1 

Question Can it be that irrational behaviour of the collective (holocaust, war, terrorism, 
destructive technology) is owed to traumatic excitation backgrounds? 

Answer Yes! Proof of repressed natural history up to the middle of the Trecento: Clearing up 
should initiate understanding for the hotchpotching of human & natural history. 

Conclusion 
sequence Source Event 

5 Geological findings, no artefacts whatever No human reports; but Dinosaurs Extinction 
proves variable gravitation. 

4 OT: "Deluge" report 
Topping up of the Oceans with Saltwater from 
the continental shelves up to today’s level 
destroys developments remaining unknown. 

3 Greek & Mesopotamian reports about the 
Venus events Athena = Venus issues from Zeus = Jupiter 

2 
OT: Exodus catastrophes; cuneiform & 
hieroglyphic sources about Istar = Isis = 
Astarte = Athena &c 

The same "deity" (Venus comet) causes  
heaviest global catastrophes 

1 
The logic inherent to the Joshua Event 
irrefutability proves the clear text truth 
content of the report. 

Sun & Moon move erratically simultaneously 
with Venus ("deity") in the sky, who flings 
great masses of meteorites down to earth. 

7 Greek theomachy reports Recovery from Venus catastrophe 

8 
OT ("Prophets"); Mesopotamian, Egyptian, 
Indian reports, pre SchizoTime  maps of the 
world 

Venus-Mars events, Mars catastrophes; 
followed by the budding of the 1st world 
civilizations & colonization 

6 CCR (Canopus decree) 1st documented changed length of the year & 
ecliptic 

11 
SchizoTime with scanty text remains (evt 
late theomachy reports), archaeologically 
well (ruins) attested 

Catastrophes of a new series with Venus & 
Mercury as agents destroy the old cultures 

Heaviest repression barrier ! 
"The Middle Ages are a projection space for idealizations, wishful thinking, & delusions" 2 

10 
Last catastrophe in the middle of the 
Trecento (1348 XC outbreak of the “Black 
Death”) = LGJ (Last Great Jolt) 

Beginnings of the "1st XC millennium" timeline 
based on impossible astronomical 
retrocalculations 

12 
Beginnings of repression by  
anthropomorphising (on the stage) of the 
Venus-Mercury events 

Development of the philosophies, the 
religions, & then the sciences 

9 GCR circumstances Correcting the 2nd documented changed 
length of the year & ecliptic 

13 Human & natural historiography from the 
Quattrocento 

Hotchpotching of history & physics by the 
PRS conglomerate still going on today. 

History can ONLY be described as a singular chain of singular events – not arbitrarily now one way & then again "totally 
different"! Where the sequence of events remains partially or completely unknown, there cannot be parallel variants (as in SF)! 
This is important to be remembered because neither conventional teaching nor so-called chronology revisions have ever 
delivered the questions & explanations – moreover supported by predicted phenomena! – as did the RHNH: Fomenko et al's 
designs3 as well as the "300-Phantom Years" grotesqueries of Illig &c3, whose time-hopping Zeitensprünge each & all principally 
fail because (a) they deny the LGJ & (2) hold on to the X-figure as a historical human deity & the XC epoch figure. 
                                                      
1 RHNH  = Reconstruction of Human & Natural History 

PRS(-conglomerate) = entirety of the collective thinking systems, ie the Philosophies, Religions & [exo- & esoteric] sciences, ruled by the 
CREDO = "What is OBSERVED is NOT to be PERCEIVED, & what is to be BELIEVED is NOT to be OBSERVED" 
XC  = Christian Calendar 
UC  = Universal Calendar (its epoch the spring equinox of 1945 XC)  
GCR  = Gregorian Calendar Reform -370/-363 UC (1577/1582 AD)  
CCR  = Canopus Calendar Reform (=the "Julian" reform), following the RHNH around -950 UC (1000 XC)  
LGJ  = Last Great Jolt (the last one ending a series of cataclysms in the middle of the Trecento, caused by a repositioning of earth) 
EVU  = Electric Vortex Universe  
A free overview of the RHNH: _Collective Amnesia and the Compulsive Repetition of Human Sacrifice_ (1984, English & German) is available from <paf@paf.li> 
(please give snailmail address). 

2  A medievalist of Basel University, without considering that the collective's established teachings themselves must be included mainly in the latter. 
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3  Except their statistical analyses 4 Except for the haze surrounding some Carolingian figures & times 


